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A colossal landmass broke apart, casting 
the Iberian Peninsula adrift after a line 
was traced on the ground in the pages of 
The Stone Raft. Drawn on magical realism, 
the novel was written by José Saramago 
in 1986 as a comment on Portugal and 
Spain officially joining the European 
Community after almost a decade since 
first applying for membership. At the time, 
the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature 
addressed that new context in reverse, so 
as to question the place of those countries 
that were considered as peripheral within 
the economic block, and also to weave a 
critique of their neglected and subordinate 
condition.

At a time when walls are being built instead 
of bridges, and an island is attempting to 
move away from the continent, not by means 
of supernatural events, but via debatable 
political strategies, we would like to 
symbolically propose an inversion.

An Island of Multiple Bridges 

Working collectively and making use of 
horizontality as curatorial approach, the 
HISK laureates Sofia Caesar, Lisette de 
Greeuw, Francesca Ferreri, Eva Giolo, Johna 
Hansen, Megan-Leigh Heilig, Sina Hensel, 
Roel Heremans, Mirthe Klück, Hannah 
Mevis, Mark Požlep, Bárbara Sánchez 
Barroso, Gintautė Skvernytė, Ingel Vaikla 
and myself defined significant aspects of 
what is possibly our last project as a group. 
The exhibition’s title, its visual identity, 
the works on view, the spaces occupied by 
each artist and the kinds of of publication 
produced in conjunction with the exhibition 
were all discussed, negotiated and chosen 
in mutual agreement. The narrators were 
many, much like The Stone Raft, where the 
traditional narrator’s and characters’ voices 
are interwoven. The entirety of this process 
allowed us to put up a group exhibition in 
which the artists were the agents of their 
own participation whilst still acting as 
a group. Most of all, it was a wonderful 
exercise for all of us in exploring how to 
construct bridges. 

An Island of Multiple Bridges is conceived 
as an archipelago or a series of solo 
presentations that jointly constitute 
a group exhibition with manifest 
interrelationships. It evinces the artwork 
as an entity that is seemingly closed in on 
itself due to its subjective character, yet 

it is never self-contained or isolated from 
the world. The artworks presented figure 
as a result of, and a pathway to, each of 
the artists’ quests, references, ideations, 
ways of seeing and reflecting upon their 
surroundings. At the same time, the works 
represent ways towards finding (re)new(ed) 
connections every time someone is affected 
by them. 

With the exception of one larger shared 
space, each of the various rooms of the 
Coupure Recht’s building is dedicated to a 
single artist. The symbolic, imaginary and 
physical island – which the artists explored 
ad fundum – is also an invitation for the 
visitor to enter into an environment that can 
encourage them to become invested in the 
fourteen artists’ presentations in a way that 
surpasses the tourist gaze. 

The artists were given no conceptual 
framework or starting premise to reflect 
upon or comply with. With the HISK 
two-year programme coming to an end, it 
was time for them to show the concretization 
of their artistic investigation free from rigid 
or fixed curatorial guidelines. 

With the grandiosity offered by the venue 
came a set of difficulties, such as the 
impossibility to dismantle some of the more 
inconvenient features of the architectural 
backdrop, an inheritance from its previous 
veterinary educational context. But, having 
opted to preserve the integrity of the 
building (or most of it) and having been able 
to count on the collaboration with a great 
technical team led by Gert Aertsen, HISK 
production manager and laureate of 2001, 
once the exhibition was up, all we saw was 
how the artworks had become integrated 
with the character and physicality of that 
place. 

Altogether, An Island of Multiple Bridges 
gave the artists the opportunity to expand 
their practices. And how beautiful it has 
been to see their works grow, leave the 
studio and own the exhibition space. And 
it is here that the confines of the page and 
words do not suffice – nor do photo nor 
video-documentation, for that matter – at 
least not to properly address the encounters 
with each of the fourteen artists and their 
works.

Each island holds a world to be experienced, 
an entire setting of gestures, risks, histories, 

knowledge, imagination, sensibilities, 
sensations and relations. I leave the critical 
commentary to the insightful group of 
contributors who wrote about each artist.

In addition to the show, two publications 
offer other bridges towards the artists’ 
works. One book was developed throughout 
this year by Wilfried Huet together with 
the artists – following the footprints of 
the Gagarin series and its original idea of 
presenting artists on their own words. It 
collects (mostly) textual contributions by 
the participants. The other is this review 
(also available as a digital download 
at www.hisk.edu), with the individual texts 
by authors of the artists’ choice, most of 
whom participated as visiting lecturers in 
the HISK studio visits programme. 

The HISK Laureates exhibition 2019 has 
emphatically set out to value the artists’ own 
proposals and sheds light on their individual 
research. By allowing these various islands 
and singularities to co-exist – without 
obscuring the elements brought forth by 
two years of intense exchange between the 
artists – the exhibition reinforces the unique 
role of the HISK as a standard-bearer of 
seminal encounters; an island in Flanders, 
Belgium, that spans multiple bridges out to 
the wider world.

Daniella Géo
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Sofia Caesar Warmup (Maintenance and Breakdown)
Conversation with John C. Welchman

Unrest, 2019
Performance with Victoria Cattani, Elia Claessen, Babette Doyon, Silke Gerinckx, Sun Kim, Manon Leneveu, Amine Mokhtari and Judith Van Oeckel
Safety net, heaters, carpets, speakers, laptop, smartphone  
Variable dimensions

John C. Welchman What are you doing for 
the HISK show? 

Sofia Caesar The first element I am working 
with is the heat, because the space has no 
heating. The exhibition will take place in an 
old veterinary school that was abandoned 
for years. Electricity, toilets, and all 
infrastructure will be brought in by HISK. 
I’m installing a cascading safety net to be 
used as a hammock. When people lie in the 
net (rede in Portuguese means network, 
hammock, and net simultaneously) they 
slowly slide down due to the inclination. 
There will be also heaters, a carpet, and 
pillows filled with cement. And a 20-day 
performance.

JCW The duration of the show?

SC Yes, every day a group of people will 
come, to rest – and really insist on resting. 
We’ll push rest into another state that 
becomes a kind of dance. 

JCW It seems that you are working with 
ambience and surplus.

SC The performers will maintain the action 
of resting, which can be a kind of work: we 
often rest connected to phones and devices 
which makes our rest productive. From this 
premise we will search for ways to break 
down the ambivalent actions of rest/work: 
fall, slide, rebel, refuse, splay, etc. But first 
we need heat. 

JCW The idea of heating interests me. 
There’s a moment in early Conceptual Art 
in which the opposite of heating was used 
propositionally by Art & Language who 
wrote a text, “Remarks on Air-Conditioning: 
An Extravaganza of Blandness” (1967) – 
itself a conceptual gesture. It relates to the 
question of ambiance because particularly 
in the US, where there’s a lot of air 
conditioning, one definition of the physical 
or material ambience of a space, as opposed 
to its social activation, would be the air 
conditioning unit: the small noise it makes, 
the air coming out, discernable effects of 
freshening and cooling. At stake here was 
an imagination that a work could be made 
about a recessional, behind-the-scenes 
material mechanism that quite literally 
produced an atmosphere. These concerns 
date back to Impressionism, which was also 
predicated on atmospherics. The key words 
that Monet used in his correspondence 

were terms like “atmosphere” and “effect” 
(effet) – relating to fog, sunshine, ice, snow, 
rain, many correlating with temperature. 
So, using heat points in a slightly different, 
but parallel, direction to these early 
investigations. You’re dealing with the 
atmospheric envelope of a space, the very air 
that we breathe. The ways that that air feels 
is probably the baseline of the atmospherics 
of any space. Maybe next you have the 
architecture, the physical envelope that 
encloses you. And then you have the things 
that are in it, which begin with architectural 
articulations like walls, stairs, doors, 
windows or light fixtures. And next you have 
the supplemental objects the space, its décor. 
This begins to include art. It seems to me 
that you are intervening in the constitution 
and reception of all these elements.

SC The air conditioning, yeah …

JCW The word “condition” is interesting. 
Sometimes it simply means “constitution.” 
But “condition” is always informed by 
a cultural supplement: something is 
conditioned or in a condition. In the art 
world you have a “condition report” – 
speaking to the way your work goes into 
a space, gets itemized and described; and 
then has to come out of the exhibition space 
in the same condition. Otherwise, there’s 
a monetary penalty or an insurance claim 
or something. There’s a very specific use in 
the art world; but in other areas the word 
is simply synonymous with the assisted 
production of an atmosphere. 

SC It’s about support as well. But I’ve also 
been thinking of the word “maintenance,” 
remembering Mierle Laderman Ukeles’ 
Manifesto for Maintenance Art (1969).

JCW Maintenance … another of those 
redolent words, for me connected with Mike 
Kelly whose avatar was a projected fiction 
derived from a famous photo on the back of 
his survey exhibition catalog Catholic Tastes 
(1993) of the artist dressed as a janitor. 
In one sense, maintenance is the manual 
aspect of the preservation and cleaning of a 
space. Conditioning is the aspect of it that is 
generally organized through an automated 
function – like heating or cooling which 
happen at an infrastructural level. So they’re 
paired concepts, I think. Does your notion of 
maintenance relate to cleaning and janitorial 
things or were you going in a slightly 
different direction?
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SC It was the idea of maintaining the heat 
in the space but also thinking about this as a 
space to which people come, maybe attracted 
by the heat (it’s one of the few heated 
spaces in the building). The heat maintains 
the presence of people; it would condition 
the way that people inhabit the space, 
supporting relaxation. I am thinking about 
how this environment maintains itself.

JCW Maintenance is interesting, isn’t it? 
Because, in a way, it’s about the continual 
adjudication of a status quo. Often what 
you’re maintaining is habitability. What kind 
of activities would transpire in the heated 
space? 

SC I have a list! Lie on a safety net. Look at 
your phone. Drain the battery of your phone. 
Caress it. Feel its weight. Let it slide down 
to the ground. Let go of all the weight in 
your body. Let gravity take you. Fall slowly 
into a pile of pillows. Feel that they are hard. 

JCW More than half of these are expressions 
of giving into entropy and dissipation as 
the body winds down, or goes to sleep, or 
retires. As things slip or fall and they are 
subject to the basic laws of physics, gravity 
chief among them. And then some of them 
are the opposite: about recharging. They 
are counter-entropic, relying on external 
energy sources. As HISK produced the 
electricity for the building, your intervention 
is a meta-narrative of the whole situation 
of an art exhibition being programmed in a 
space that has gone from pre-maintenance 
to maintenance. The (in)actions in the space 
emerge once a maintenance system has been 
put into place; but you’re also contributing 
to that maintenance system by making 
allegories of the situation that is being 
maintained.

SC What is maintained in the piece are 
the moments of breakdown. Be it falling, 
moving in a new manner, starting fires, 
or whatever we find together. These 
are moments of noise, complexity, and 
ambivalence. It’s neither work nor rest. 
And maybe for a second we deviate from 
the dynamics that capture our rest and 
lead it in another direction. That is how 
this whole thing started, in a way. One day 
I was laying down in the hammock on my 
phone, and I was googling a word that I had 
just heard, “workation.” I found an image 
of a man in a hammock, working. I was in 
my hammock working. I had my computer 

on my lap, I had a smartphone in my hand. 
The guy in the image had a computer on his 
lap, a smartphone in his hand. I let go of 
the weight of my head, and the fabric of the 
hammock slipped away from under it; so I 
let my head fall and it took with it the rest 
of my body. Like that I fell on the ground. 
That’s how that work of the yellow carpet 
started (Workation, 2019). And I think 
this break-out moment, this gesture that 
allows the dynamics to be pulled to another 
direction, that’s the thing I constantly look 
for.

JCW What do you think this is? Is it to 
make work that insists on the opposite of 
unfurling? If you open out a flag, you unfurl 
it; but rolling it up, I guess, is to furl it. 
These are symbolic actions. Once the flag is 
unfurled it’s redolent with national identity. 
But I’m interested in what’s at stake in these 
(in)actions: to switch off, and furl; to submit 
to gravity, and close down; to wind down, 
that kind of thing. Because to me the bottom 
line referent is death. One step further than 
that and the body doesn’t wind down, it 
switches off. So it’s always one step on the 
other side of the ultimate entropic moment, 
which is where we all go back to in the end. 
The soil. That’s a fairly heavy reference and 
maybe some of the reasons that you’re doing 
this is to stage the rehabilitation of the body 
and envision the snatching away of death. 
It’s a forced rejuvenation. And falling might 
be one way, dance might offer another; and 
there are other ways still.

SC Unfurling is a movement that reminds me 
of the colonial gesture, as in the unfurling 
of the flag that is put on top of a mountain 
as an act of domination. So, if furling is the 
undoing of that gesture, it’s the undoing of 
a process of domination. It’s remembering 
that the mountain is an intelligent thing. All 
things are intelligent, but we forget this so 
that we can consume them. Unfurling is a 
counter-movement. Giving up. Looking for 
something else. Or maybe a kind of death 
that needs to happen so another form of life 
can begin? It’s more an attempt to unfurl the 
dynamics that entrap the body, to rejuvenate 
or resuscitate it, but as another body. Because 
if my rest is productive, if I’m working while 
I’m in the hammock, better reset this, right? 
Better caress that phone, or let it fall to the 
floor, instead of letting it have me.

JCW There’s something about your 
work that always has to do with 

congregationalism. It’s to do with the 
conjunction of congregations. It’s how 
people occupy a space at leisure or at work, 
or in another condition … of dreaming, or 
whatever it might be. It’s very much staged 
around the premise of social interaction 
– whether relating to work, art, or leisure. 
But actually I think that your work is at the 
interface between those three places. You’re 
interested in the place where all of these 
conditions, actions or contingencies bleed 
into each other.

Tired Mobiles (Crevée), 2019 
Letters, metal sticks, threads
100 x 100 x 60 cm
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Lisette de Greeuw

Notation (A2), (C3), (B2) and (D1), 2019
Fineliner on paper
Work developed in the context of the On The Point trajectory in Het Entrepot
78 x 57 x 3,5 cm

measured words with just the right amount of information, 2019 
Material extraction from wall
220 x 400 cm

Notation Language_04_02 (detail), 2019
Paint on tiles
1050 x 230 cm

A sentence is an imagined masterpiece. 
A sentence is an imagined frontispiece.
(…) 
What is the difference between a sentence and 
sewn
What is the difference between a sentence and 
a picture. 2

As I write these few notes on Lisette de 
Greeuw’s work, I am reminded of a lecture 
given by the American poet Susan Howe at 
the Woodberry Poetry Room, The Telepathy 
of Archives (October 7, 2014). In it, she 
presents a poetic analysis of the intimate 
relationship and the common etymological 
origin of text and textile, both of which 
share the same fundamental structure based 
on the weft. Text/textile – the Latin origin 
of these two words, texere (to weave), can 
only confirm the intricate intertwining of 
this connection that is highlighted by the 
poetess.

Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose writes Gertrude 
Stein.

Lisette de Greeuw traces signs, weaves 
traces, on gridded paper, in an obsessive 
and repetitive manner. Does she follow 
cross-stitches like those found on 
embroidery canvases or looms? A grid, as 
in those sheets of squared paper used for 
learning cursive writing, so that the letter 
or number framed by the lines may unfold 
without crossing them.

In a precise, minuscule, handmade grid, 
she draws rigorous, geometric signs in 
pencil or black ballpoint pen, which move 
and trace out some kind of geographical 
areas, undefined territories that 
sometimes resemble urban plans or digital 
seismographic charts. 

The image seems to be caught in a process, 
but which? Disappearance. Suture point. 
Apparition. It resembles a patchwork, of 
shapes moving forward, backward, between 
the empty and filled spaces of a grid, of a 
screen on which infinitely small geometric 
ideograms of sorts (crosses, triangles, 
circles, dots, lines, etc.) are repeated as 
so many pixels whose original image and 
meaning have not yet been formed. 

In one of her presentation texts, Lisette de 
Greeuw writes: While saying I forget what I 
wanted to say… To repeat, to reproduce the 
same sign, would it be an attempt to preserve 
the meaning of what the artist is trying to 
convey in silence? 

Would the repetition, the tracing, the 
weaving so inherent to her work process 
reveal a desire for the liberation of the 
image, and the meaning of language? 

Here is repetition as a system of translation 
and transformation, of losing uniqueness 
and origin. Finally, could all this also be 
related to the “Rustle of Meaning”, described 
by Roland Barthes in his work The Rustle of 
Language (1984)? 

In her latest installation, Lisette de 
Greeuw abandons the familiar framework 
of the sheet of paper and moves into the 
surrounding space. On a grid of white tiles, 
she traces one of her black geometric signs, 
as if it were an invitation to walk, scratch, to 
physically overstep, and to click our heels on 
and in her silent language. 

As I finish these few lines, I hear and 
mechanically type and retype this sentence 
by Gertrude Stein, Rose is a rose is a rose is a 
rose, weaving the rose with the rose which 
has already become something else.

Lilou Vidal

1 Gertrude Stein, sentence from the poem Sacred 
Emily, (1913) in the book Geography and Plays 
published in 1922.

2 Gertrude Stein Extracts from The Language that 
Rises 1923-1934.

Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose  
1
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Francesca Ferreri Mind the Gap

The Fall (repair III), 2019
Site-specific intervention: pigments, primer, reinforced plaster, recovered 
materials from deconstruction of a dividing wall
Variable dimensions

What Antigone was not, 2019 
Iron, reinforced plaster, objects, electric material, consolidating resin, text
313 x 163 x 160 cm

How does our memory work? How do we 
recall the past? How do we reconstruct our 
past experiences? How do we bridge the 
gaps that are always bothering us when we 
try to remember what exactly happened? 
Those are some of the questions asked by 
Francesca Ferreri as she attempts to capture 
the purpose of her own work in words. 
Our memory is only partial and never fully 
reliable. We reconstruct our history with 
the bits and pieces that are left to us, and 
we do our utmost to fill in the empty spaces 
according to our best knowledge.

The construction of her sculptures is in fact 
a process of reconstruction and restoration, 
using existing things or fragments of 
found objects, which she integrates into 
a new reality, aiming to “redefine their 
boundaries and characters”. It is her aim 
to close the gap; to fill in the missing parts; 
to create a new and meaningful whole: not 
in the sense of an exact recovery or copy 
of the original sources, but in the sense of 
a personal reconstruction or “restoration”, 
where imagination and interpretation are 
more important than accuracy or truthful 
rendering.

Ferreri’s way of working is a kind of 
reversed archeology, where – under normal 
circumstances – layer after layer is carefully 
taken away, whereas her works are in fact 
created by carefully adding layer upon layer. 
All kinds of discarded and broken objects, 
hidden in the structure of a sculpture – 
and deprived of their original meaning or 
function – are nonetheless important for 
their colour, form and individual history. 
A broken piece of earthenware, a canister, 
sometimes still with text on it, an empty 
lighter, a power socket, an electric cable, 
anything can become part of the sculpture, 
as bitter witnesses to our abundant 
disposable culture. It results in a fascinating 
kind of roughly surfaced anti-aesthetics, 
sparse in colour and rich in form.

The formal aspect of her language is derived 
from mathematics and is inspired by 
Euclidean geometry, where space is built up 
from point to line, from line to surface and 
from surface to three dimensions. Her more 
recent interest in (the history of) algebra 
and geometry has introduced another 
content to the work, and also leads to a 
deeper understanding of what she is trying 
to achieve with the idea of restoration. 
The conceptual notion of bridging a “gap” 

between two or more separate and dissimilar 
constituents and uniting them in a new 
realm of meaning, looks pretty much like 
the solution of an equation with one or more 
unknown factors. The “x”, “y” and ”z” in 
algebra are in fact empty vessels that can 
contain any content or value. In her work 
she is always looking for the meaning of 
the unknown, or the hidden, which indeed 
reminds one of solving an equation. 

Sometimes Ferreri literally compares making 
an artwork to solving a mathematical 
equation, where the value of “x” is to be 
found. Her work is a kind of “completing”, 
“restoring” or “mending” something that has 
been separated, broken or lost. For example, 
the many “x-es” that populate her oeuvre are 
generally just two sticks, or stick-like forms, 
that are attached to each other with glue, 
thread, plaster, staple, cement, or whatever 
is at hand. She describes it herself as “a 
process of imitation of form and integration 
of colour.” Her interest in history and 
memory, her respect for neglected objects 
and their origin, her concern about what 
might get lost in time, and how to restore 
and preserve it, the parallels she establishes 
between mathematics and “bridging the 
gap”, or “finding the unknown” in her own 
work, are all constituents of an oeuvre that 
is puzzling and intriguing alike.

Frank Lubbers
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Eva Giolo A Tongue Called Mother

A Tongue Called Mother, 2019 
16 mm transferred to digital, colour, sound, French spoken, English subtitles
18'18"

The taste of tangerines, 2019
16 mm transferred to digital, colour, sound, Japanese spoken, English subtitles
10' 9"
Birch wood tea room
273 x 273 x 90 cm  
In collaboration with Yuichiro Onuma
Printed paper
89,1 x 21 cm

Lentement, là-bas, encore, ici, c’est compliqué, 
comme ça, pourquoi, ça c’est bon, vas-y, 
voilà… Eva Giolo’s mesmerizing A Tongue 
Called Mother is punctuated by words 
such as these, written on an old-fashioned 
school blackboard. They first appear to be 
instructions to the viewer: regarde (look) is the 
first interjection, followed soon afterwards 
by écoute (listen), tiens (hold) and viens 
(come). The words guide our attention, and 
disorientate us too. They also constitute the 
nascent vocabulary of a small child. Giolo’s 
film gently evokes a child’s early interactions 
with the world and the awakening of 
language awareness. The primary sites of 
childhood – the home and the school – are its 
only locations.

The film cuts back and forth between domestic 
scenes involving three generations of women 
– a little girl and two older women who appear 
to be her grandmother and great-grandmother 
– and portraits of primary school children 
learning to read and write. We hear them 
reading sets of words grouped alphabetically. 
For instance, A is for arbre, apprendre and 
aimer (tree, to learn, to love) but also for 
“adventure”, which is trickier to read, so the 
child’s voice falters (a-ven-tu-re). A sign that it 
is perhaps too soon; we are not quite ready yet 
to leave the womb, the safety of the home. 

Solid colour fields also punctuate the film, 
which operates through the association 
between colours, and the sounds of words 
and images. We are almost tempted to 
understand A Tongue Called Mother as being 
governed by a similar logic as an archetypal 
structural film, but Giolo’s tonal editing is 
not always strict. Her intentions are also far 
from mathematical, instead they are rather 
sensuous. The colour red (rouge) is followed 
by words beginning with R. The little girl’s 
jumper (previously green) is now red, as are 
the floor and the kitchen table. After we 
are introduced to yellow (jaune, followed by 
words such as joli and jardin), we notice the 
older woman’s bright yellow jumper. But 
after pink (rose in French), the words spoken 
out loud begin with P. Though the ensuing 
domestic scenes are dominated by red, we 
wonder if it was actually pourpre (purple). 
That’s when we understand the impossibility, 
the futility even, of adhering to such a 
restrictive rational logic, so unlike the human 
mind that easily wanders from one idea to 
another, independent of a film’s structuring 
principle. As Douglas Crimp wrote, “In our 
imaginations […] the movement from one 

signifier to another is free to take its own 
course and thus escape rational order.” In 
the child’s mind, the world is continuously 
coming into sense and falling out of 
sync again. 

Language is an endless source of fascination 
for children: in the first stages of speech, 
children play with words – repeating, 
rhyming, turning them into little songs. And 
infancy is an endless source of fascination 
for artists. Russian writer Boris Pasternak 
compared children to poets and poetry has 
the capacity to conjure a child-like vision and 
understanding of the world. So much must 
be unlearned in order to be able to see anew, 
as Stan Brakhage reminds us in Metaphors on 
Vision: “Imagine an eye unruled by man-made 
laws of perspective, an eye unprejudiced by 
compositional logic, an eye which does not 
respond to the name of everything but which 
must know each object encountered in life 
through an adventure of perception. How 
many colours are there in a field of grass 
to the crawling baby unaware of “Green”? 
How many rainbows can light create for the 
untutored eye?” 

Giolo seems more interested in capturing 
the coming-into-being of meaning, the slow 
associations (between sounds, words, images) 
that begin to form in the infant’s mind; 
filiation as transmission, learning and teaching 
revealed as a labour of love. Whereas there is 
distance in the way that school children are 
taught to read – distance between them and 
the blackboard, and distance, too, between 
signifier and signified, between a word on a 
blackboard spelling out “apple” and an actual 
apple – learning in the home is much more 
tactile and direct. This tactility is emphasized 
by recurrent close-up shots of hands – as the 
three women prepare an apple crumble or 
paint watercolours together –, as well as by the 
use of 16mm film. Haptic visuality is triggered 
by the use of textures and materials such as 
wood, paint, chalk, paper; the world opens 
itself up to the little girl through the directness 
of touch, taste, feel. How much closer can we 
get to understanding “apple” than with the 
tongue? A Tongue Called Mother also reminds 
us that although in English “tongue” refers 
to the muscular organ (unlike French, where 
the word “langue” means both tongue and 
language), there are still remnants of that more 
intimate association. After all, we speak of 
mother-tongue and we also speak in tongues. 

Maria Palacios Cruz
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Johna Hansen A Magician’s Territory

Time Frames, 2019
Installation: metal, fabric, plaster, shellac, latex, paint, strings, wheels, 15 positions, change every 35'
Variable dimensions

Johna Hansen’s sculptures activate the space 
they occupy. They are both architecture – 
they own the space – and machine: they set 
something into motion, whether mentally 
and/or spatially. The codes of most galleries 
and museum spaces are clear: what is 
on display must be contemplated from a 
distance and they must certainly not be 
touched. Yet many contemporary artworks 
are provocative; our senses find it hard 
to resist their unusual materials. We long 
to interact with them. Hansen loves this 
tension that is created when artworks are 
put on public display. Her works occupy the 
twilight zone between studio, transition and 
contemplation. She presents her work in 
such a way that you could touch it, set it in 
motion perhaps, but this is not a prerequisite 
and she does not explicitly ask you to do so. 
The forms embody a certain transformation. 
In earlier work the artist was sometimes 
present in person – though not always in 
view – to set elements in motion. An object 
changes shape, a string tightens, a sculptural 
element reveals another side of itself. A 
small sculpture made of light material 
is activated by the air flow generated by 
passers-by (Resting Position, 2019). Her 
installations can be seen almost as puppets 
that appropriate the exhibition space and 
relate to the visitor. 

The exhibition is Hansen’s territory. 
She introduces systems and subtly sets 
them in motion. The way she makes the 
architecture the focal point and at the same 
time incorporates the visitor’s body, is 
reminiscent of the way Bruce Nauman lets 
a work’s physical space and the viewer spill 
over into each other. He does away with the 
role of the visitor purely as observer. In his 
work he replaces his own body with that 
of the visitor. The exhibition experience 
becomes an activity rather than the mere 
presentation of a product. It is the same with 
Hansen’s sculptural interventions, which are 
changeable, or clearly embody the capacity 
for change. Here, too, there is a tangible 
relationship between the artist’s exploration 
in the studio and that of the visitor coming 
face to face with the exhibited works. Her 
objects guide our behaviour; looking at 
them, we are intrigued, as we study the 
logic between the different elements. The 
searching process that underlies her work – 
the exhaustive testing of materials, formats 
and combinations – is palpable in the result 
she presents. 

Johna Hansen’s installations are not merely 
architectural constructions, they are also 
tactile. Materiality plays an important 
role, natural materials predominate and 
there is a complete absence of loud colours. 
There is a tentative balance of materials, 
which serve one another, complement each 
other, or clash. The formats of her fragile 
constructions are often monumental and 
take over the space. A large piece of jute is 
given a plastic-like layer, vaguely referencing 
artist’s canvas (Second Wall, 2019). The 
material is attached to a vertical hinge 
and can open like a door or window, thus 
influencing our view of the work and our 
perception of the space. A new viewpoint 
shifts our focus rather than revealing 
additional visual information. The artist 
plays with functionality and mobility in a 
most unusual way. The positioning of her 
works and their individuality serve as an 
implicit invitation to interact with them. 
The Among Invisible Strings (2019) sculpture 
consists of what might be described as a 
wooden handle attached to the handrail of 
a staircase, and a string system. If visitors 
push the handle, they unwittingly alter a 
formless sculpture elsewhere. Visitors are 
not openly invited to interact in this way; the 
handle is merely positioned near a functional 
stair rail. 

Form and formlessness go hand in hand. 
Hansen looks for structures, like her recent 
metal frames, and at the same time she 
looks to present formless, tactile materials: 
fabric, string, polyester, sand, etc. In her 
search for materials, I sense an affinity with 
the artist Eva Hesse who in the 1960s used 
latex, string and the like to explore what 
the definition of form can be, including 
changeability and spatial relationships. 
Similarly, Johna Hansen considers how 
form can be minimal, modular and playful. 
The co-existence of sculpture, architecture, 
materials and a pronounced generosity 
towards the viewer leads to a unique 
encounter, which simultaneously rouses our 
curiosity and challenges our experience. 

Eva Wittocx
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Megan-Leigh Heilig’s work is confrontational, 
antagonistic and provocative, but also always 
personal. It is concerned with political and 
social realities that are proczessed through 
her own private prism and experience. In 
this sense, Heilig’s work is both vocal and 
intimate. Heilig introduces political references 
in a particular, almost idiosyncratic way. She 
fictionalizes them, taking them out of their 
original context and opening them up to a 
new horizon, where they are given additional 
layers of meaning, while still echoing their 
previous context. Consequently, Heilig is able 
to produce simultaneous, even ambiguous 
statements in a single work. An example of 
this is her recent video Just Love Me, Treat 
Me Right (2019), which is based on a 2017 
press conference with Donald Trump, in 
which he reflected on America’s relationship 
with Russia. Heilig uses excerpts from this 
press conference in her soundtrack. We 
hear Trump’s voice say: “I’m Sorry” and 
“Relationship”, “I’m sorry for not doing a 
good job”, “We have an incredible intelligence 
relationship”, “special relationship”, “There 
was great love”, “I would be your biggest 
fan”, etc. Behind this political public 
announcement, we hear a private existential 
confession about failed romance, about 
remorse, about the desire to be loved (which is 
also suggested in the title of the work). In Just 
Love Me, Treat Me Right, it is as if Heilig is 
speaking out of Trump’s throat. She uses the 
political sphere, the world order (represented 
by Trump’s voice and administration) to say 
something about her own life. She blurs the 
boundary between the public and the private, 
the implicit and the explicit, the spontaneous 
and the calculated. Whilst insinuating that 
everything is political, Heilig also suggests 
that everything is personal, offering us 
a highly critical position that cannot be 
harnessed by the realms of activist art; 
one which insists on emotional modes of 
expression. 

This is even more apparent in her 2019 short 
film The Politics of Choice and the Possibility of 
Leaving. The film documents the days prior 
to Heilig’s relocation to Belgium from South 
Africa, to begin the two years at the HISK 
which she is now concluding. As indicated 
by the title of the film, Heilig reframes a 
formative moment in her biography, when she 
leaves her hometown, her lover, her life, within 
the context of a political act, or as a possibility 
to free herself from the hold of politics.

Ory Dessau

Megan-Leigh Heilig Politically Yours

I haven’t been from where I come from for as long as I’ve been here, 2019
Wooden table, fake winter Protea, real flower indigenous to South Africa, glass vitrines, Ladyfinger cactus, wooden shelves, wallpaper, copper coloured paint
Variable dimensions

Your Father’s Tongue
2019 
Video, sound, mural, orange seating unit, yellow and gold paint
18", variable dimensions 
Video made in collaboration with Alexa Bessinger and Robert Heilig

Where there is love there is no work, 2017 
Video, wallpaper, acrylic paint, fake plant, 5 small Picea Glauca Conica
5'30", variable dimensions

The Politics of Choice and the Possibility of Leaving, 2018 
Video, sound, copper coloured paint, shaggy orange tapestry, old mattrasses, 
steel spring bed base
13", variable dimensions
Video made in collaboration with Alexa Bessinger
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Sina Hensel Our Still Lives

The sea in the mind of a cat, 2019
Dunaliella salina, Athrospira platensis, fired clay, resin, silk, linen, metal
Variable dimensions

Sina Hensel is a painter who doesn’t use 
paint – at least not the standardized, 
readymade kind. Instead, she dyes her 
fabric with a natural powder extracted from 
specific varieties of algae, which produce 
remarkably bright and light sensitive shades 
of colour. After drying, she sews the painted 
pieces of fabric together and stretches 
them onto a metal structure that recalls the 
proportions of the artist’s body. Installed at 
some distance from the wall, the translucent 
paintings function as a projection screen. 
The light that shines through also fades 
the colours over time. In this shadow play 
between outside and inside, Hensel directs 
our attention to how forms of nature and 
forms of art can coexist and impact each 
other. 

The word alga goes back to the Latin 
name for seaweed, but it also has a second, 
figurative meaning, “a thing of little worth”. 
Hensel keeps algae in her studio. Not to 
grow them for use (she gets them from a 
lab), but to acknowledge their existence. At 
home, Hensel shares a space with her cats, 
in collaboration with whom she produced 
a set of sculptures. Leaving moist clay tiles 
around the apartment, she observed how the 
cats would interact with them, sometimes 
even sleep on them, eventually capturing 
the traces of their activity. In the multi-part 
installation that Hensel conceived for a 
former veterinary school, these cat imprints 
are placed in contrast to a walkway of resin 
tiles, which are reserved for human visitors. 
Whereas clay absorbs light entirely, resin 
is a highly reflective surface with a watery 
shine. Dyed with the same algae as the 
neighbouring paintings, the resin tiles react 
to circumstances beyond the artist’s control. 
Staging different ways of inhabiting a space, 
Hensel includes the perspectives of plants, 
animals and people, imposing no hierarchy 
between them. 
 
How to lend agency to a material, or even 
a living organism, is not a strict subject or 
method for Hensel, but above all a personal 
concern. Applied to art, it comes down to 
thinking about the means of production; 
how a work is made, and the responsibility 
that comes with it. For a painter, this implies 
questioning the conventions of the medium, 
such as the use of toxic turpentine or the 
idea of a painting as an autonomous, closed 
space. In working with algae, Hensel also 
found a way to go beyond aesthetic criteria 
in her use of colours. Algae produce colours 

that have a life of their own, which, in other 
industries, serve a technical function. In salt 
mines, they generate different shades of red 
that represent the level of salinity, indicating 
when the fleur de sel is ready for harvest. 
Just like in Hensel’s work, you won’t notice 
any change of colour unless you return after 
some weeks have passed. 

Hensel makes a case for the inner rhythm 
and quiet qualities of a work, up to its 
smallest details. The tradition of still life 
painting remains an important reference 
for her in that regard, especially in the 
sensitive manner of Chardin, Claesz and 
Morandi. If sometimes these painters would 
incorporate their own image in the reflection 
of glassware, they could give equal care to 
the depiction of a dead animal awaiting 
preparation. In her own painterly process, 
Hensel likewise mirrors an empathy for the 
soul of things and beings, however minor 
their role in the cycle of life may appear. 

Caroline Dumalin
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Roel Heremans

# (metacomposition 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) (details), 2011-2019
Sound, headphones, tape, transmitters, HD videos, sketches, drawings

The artist Roel Heremans trained as a radio 
broadcaster. From this background, he 
deploys elements of the radio medium in 
his own way, by tapping into the suggestive 
effect of a human voice discussing subjects 
and floating independently on the airwaves 
in global space, and the related foundation of 
temporary communities, whose connection 
does not necessarily have to be physically 
established. In this sense, Heremans has 
developed a hybrid artistic practice, which 
first and foremost consists of a few formal 
lines. For example, he divides his works into 
different series (Quartet #, Duet #, Room #, 
Intervention #), which refer to broad clusters 
and formats in conceptual art, theatre and 
the history of classical music, in which each 
new work is given a letter (A, B, C, D). His 
work, which he builds according to an almost 
bureaucratic logic, is at the same time a 
reference to how software, firmware and 
applications are systematically developed 
today, which perhaps allows him to escape 
any weight of the artist’s cultural tradition 
and myth.

The works manifest themselves within 
temporarily composed groups, in which 
individuals are sometimes asked by voice 
protocols to imagine specific concepts; 
at other times their movements are 
choreographed in sequence. As a result, 
the visitors simultaneously become actors, 
witnesses, performers and reenactors of 
mental and physical processes of thought and 
movement, where collective performances 
encounter individual reactions and vice 
versa. By activating people in this way, 
Heremans generates a visual abstraction of 
the contemporary world (for the external 
visitor), one in which every specific individual 
is part of his eco-system, one in which the 
visitor with their experience remains the 
artist’s only metaphorical canvas.

In that sense, Heremans’ work provides 
an analogue reflection of a generally 
digitized world, in which algorithms 
constantly synchronize potential remains of 
individual freedom. The status of man has 
become increasingly precarious, due to the 
growing significance of phenomena such 
as AI, big data and machine learning. The 
infrastructure that is being built around 
people is increasingly being given a life of 
its own: every lived moment is at the same 
time a potential investment or employment 
that keeps an economy between man and 
digital processes stable – a fact which 

naturally also includes the role of the artist 
and the arts themselves. By simulating such 
processes, Roel Heremans’ artistic practice 
can be regarded as a well-founded, hybrid 
and highly contemporary request to find out 
where art can exist today.

Martin Germann
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Mirthe Klück Important Matters of Small Concern

Honey fly, 2019 
Varnish on polyester
180 x 160 cm

Honey fly (detail), 2019 
Varnish on polyester
180 x 160 cm

Matters of great concern should be treated 
lightly. Matters of small concern should be 
treated seriously. 

Mirthe Klück’s work may not be about the 
themes that currently occupy a central 
place in artistic discourse and the biennial 
landscape. Her work is neither connected 
to identity or gender politics, or to post-
colonialism or such important societal 
issues. However, it should also not to be 
mistaken as being self-referential or formal. 
Mirthe Klück has a strange and wonderful 
connection to the great Yamamoto 
Tsunetomo Hagakure, quoted above. As 
such, she is in touch with what connects us 
as human beings to tangible – not digital – 
life. Bear with me, as I try to explain.

Mirthe Klück (1991, The Netherlands) is 
interested in combinations. She makes 
associative connections between material, 
composition and texture. The starting 
point of her work is often a simple idea 
or something very commonplace. But it 
can also begin with the choice of a certain 
material, such as sackcloth, Styrofoam, or a 
specific medium, such as painting or collage. 
Klück zooms in on these elements, to give 
expression to the technical, conceptual, 
even abstract side of everyday perception. 
The result is an image without narrative; 
of meaning behind the image. The work 
explores the formal properties of the image 
and the ‘in-between space’. Within that 
context, Klück specializes in the spatial 
qualities of the flat surface and that which 
lies behind it. She refers to this with the 
term ‘dry’. Klück asks herself: “can the artist 
add meaning to seemingly uneventful things, 
make the impersonal personal?” Or, as 
Hagakure would put it, can she treat matters 
of small concern with due respect?  

Mirthe is not necessarily a Hagakure 
follower – not that I am aware of. But when 
I speak with her, she makes references 
to meditation, Buddhism and Zen, 
philosophers of life such as Henri Bergson 
and the Japanese attention to detail. Also, 
she expresses a strong affinity with the 
work of late Daan van Golden (1936-2017), 
the Dutch artist who became famous 
for canvases in which he meticulously 
re-painted certain motifs and details of 
everyday images. These references are 
important, if one is to understand Klück’s 
oeuvre. They are all speaking about the 
reality of life and the hidden inner world 

or condensed perception of it. Widely 
recognisable images, certain details found 
in mass production, or material qualities: 
they can all be explored to reveal something 
important in between what is real and what 
is conceived.

To me, Klück researches shared meaning, 
by putting the visual experience before 
the explanation of the image. The work is 
neither objective nor subjective, but rather 
‘intersubjective’. It is, in a sense, comparable 
to language, which by definition exists when 
it is shared. Or, as the language philosopher 
Martin Stokhof put it; “If B understands 
what A says, and C understands what A 
says, then B and C understand the ‘same’ 
thing.” This is a gradual process, as B and C 
sometimes understand more, and sometimes 
less the same. The similarities are not so 
much derived or proven, but assumed. 
It’s a matter of interpretation. But these 
perceptions also contain a truth that perhaps 
exists on a more acute level of verification 
than any kind of measurement. 

This may seem like an overly theoretical, 
even dramatic approach, especially when the 
above mentioned ‘dryness’ of Klück’s work 
also holds a lot of humour and chance. But 
the dramatic and the dry are interlinked. It 
doesn’t really matter if it’s a monochrome 
coloured painting or a repeated collage of 
aluminium foil wrappers – the meaning can 
be found anywhere. The layers or spaces 
behind the image arise independently from 
the content of the image; they sometimes 
emerge purely from the material or the 
chosen technique or combinations. Klück 
collects and ‘empties’ images of all kinds, 
to fill them with new thought and meaning. 
And with every work, she seems ready to 
start anew – with great promise.

Steven van Teeseling
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Hannah Mevis Potential Energy For Weak Vessels

1:15 and you in-between, 2019 
Coconut oil
51 x 27 x 38 cm

Aber Freund! wir kommen zu spät.  
Zwar leben die Götter,
Aber über dem Haupt droben in anderer 
Welt.
Endlos wirken sie da und scheinens wenig zu 
achten,
Ob wir leben, so sehr schonen die 
Himmlischen uns.
Denn nicht immer vermag ein schwaches 
Gefäß sie zu fassen,
Nur zu Zeiten erträgt göttliche Fülle der 
Mensch.

But, friend, we’ve come too late.  
Though the gods are living,
Over our heads, above in a different world,
Endlessly they do their work, and are so 
gracious to us.
They seem to pay little attention whether we 
live or die,
For a delicate vessel can’t always contain 
them,
Only at times can men bear the gods’ 
fullness. 1

One day in May, Hannah Mevis was wearing 
a sculpture on her body. A wooden geometric 
structure in a cylindrical shape that she 
describes as architecture. By wearing it, 
she opens the shell of wooden rods to invite 
others to look inside and smell the pile of 
pancakes it contains. As often is the case 
in her work, this first action can be seen 
with a later text edition: Today I tried the 
pancakes, where we can read: “They are 
called Moroccan pancakes and it is a Sunday 
market tradition to eat them. People told me 
about several times. People I got to know while 
cooking and exchanging flavours. Friends who 
brought me new tastes and made my tongue 
tickle.” 

Hannah’s tongue and eyes, her legs and 
skin, her memory and her smiling, the words 
she heard from others and the sounds of 
those words, the body language and the 
desires of her friends, their knowledge, all 
this is part of the shape we are looking at. 
Hannah enjoys cooking and sharing meals, 
so she explores this dish that is prepared in 
so many variations in different countries 
and cultures. If the item of architecture 
she wears were a simple geometrical shape 
or a display to show the actual objects it 
contains, it would be impossible for us to 

start traveling in our minds and through 
our taste buds. There are indeed universes 
of words and gestures between these spongy 
pancakes soaked in honey and butter that 
we are actually smelling, and the other 
forms that are described in the edition, the 
Gözleme, the traditional Turkish flatbread 
made only with flour, salt and water, but 
folded – and this is important for Hannah 
– folded, like that other Berber recipe, the 
Mmsemen pancake, from the outside to the 
inside after being filled. Yes, folded, like the 
clouds fold one over the other, as becomes 
obvious when she watches them moving in a 
windy blue sky: “In fact, the most fascinating 
thing for me is the way that Mmsemen is 
prepared and finding that the dough folds in a 
similar way to the clouds. That was that day’s 
experience” 2. 

Hannah is never really alone, even in those 
moments when she is sitting in her workshop 
preparing some coffee to start off a new 
piece or a new text. None of her projects 
are addressed to an abstract viewer. None 
of her works assign a given place because 
everything we look at, hear, manipulate, 
eat, read, is intended to be shared and 
experienced within a concrete community. 
Hannah always works as an actor, artist, 
activist or curator, administrator and 
organizer, and she performs all these 
roles together, in an on-going process of 
research of elective affinities and genuine 
political engagement. This is certainly a 
characteristic she shares with several artists 
of the latest generation: the attempt to 
act in direct connection to others. A huge 
number of these attitudes aim to build a 
new political and social consciousness by 
overcoming a traditional idea of shape, as 
artists of older generations did. Tommaso 
Trini wrote in Alphabet for the Body 3 (a text 
of 1969 that was reedited in the catalogue 
of When Attitude Becomes Form) that the 
young artists of the sixties “found and spread 
the practice of a community condition that 
achieves the aesthetic one, moving from theory 
to practice”. Yes, action is again at the heart 
of new attitudes, and aesthetic approaches 
are often judged as limited, or inappropriate 
to the urge to change contemporary life. 
But can this older attempt to overcome the 
problem of shape be re-enacted so directly? 

2 Hannah Mevis in a recent mail to the author. 
3 Tommaso Trini, ‘Nuovo alfabeto per il corpo’, in 

Domus, n. 470, Milan, January 1969, pp. 45-51.

1 Friedrich Hölderlin, excerpt from the seventh 
stanza of the poem ‘Bread and Wine’, Elegies, 

 1800-1804. Translation by Maxine Chernoff and 
Paul Hoove.
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The limits Tommaso Trini saw at the time 
are now the real challenges that very few 
artists seem to confront head-on: “This 
necessarily has the characteristics of a minority 
art, but an irradiating minority. To articulate 
the affirmative “change of life” remains its 
problem, because it hasn’t found its island of 
authenticity yet, nor it is going to look for it by 
itself.” Trini saw clearly that the problem was 
spread into two questions that are difficult 
to articulate: authenticity, and the aim to 
irradiate onto or within a larger community. 

If Hannah Mevis has a clear political idea 
of what the potential of irradiation of 
a given minority is, her project is not to 
change lives in an avant-garde mode, or to 
try to influence production, morality and 
ethics in culture, as we have encountered 
so often in recent collective projects. Her 
critical attitude is aware of the complex 
relations that exist within individuals and 
different cultures. She never sees her work 
or her action in a socio-political abstraction 
of the singular. Her idea of the human 
is at the opposite end, a perceiving body 
that is presumed to be authentic and can 
never be reduced to a social or historical 
category alone. Even if influenced by 
social behaviours, human relations are 
always one to one; they proceed from 
intimacy to intimacy, a complex condition 
of experimentation, among singular and 
shared universes. 

In the context of a strong desire to act with 
and through the bodies, if one were to try 
to explain Hannah Mevis’ work, the very 
notion of action seems reductive. To better 
evaluate her idea of an acting body, we have 
to take a step backwards to the more ancient 
terms of enérgeia. This Aristotelian notion 
has to be translated with two modern terms: 
force in action. And the term force has to be 
read in the abstract sense of potentiality of 
energy and in the more practical one of the 
energy captured and ready to act in a body, 
machine, or physical aggregate. 

In Hannah Mevis work, the energy of a 
minority is not simply a project to change 
life, but the force of the bodies themselves, 
their potential energy. This shift of the 
concept of energy, the force in action, from 
a social body to an authentic and singular 
one, could be interpreted as a selfish and 
hedonistic attitude, a negative political 
disengagement by contemporary artists 

dreaming about the coming back of a 
Monteverità 4 society. On the contrary, it 
is a highly political move, because it takes 
another path from older revolutionary 
modes, not using the individual and his or 
her body for the withdrawal from society, 
but literally passing though bodies. It is 
not based on a social approach to the place 
of a body, but on the idea that a body is the 
melting point of a culture and a universe of 
complex organs and feelings. A body does 
not simply belong to a milieu; a body is in 
the first place a milieu in itself. 

From this radical position none can 
simply presume that I is I, because he or 
she can no longer refer to an outstanding 
social structure (reality is reality, so I am 
what I am). The individual is no more a 
fragment of a collective community. At 
every moment I have to experience again 
what the presupposed being me is actually 
feeling. The antique separation in Greek 
philosophy of what is before – and so to say, 
the grounding of the being, the real before 
me feeling it – from what is experiencing 
the living I through his or her body, has 
produced a tragic separation in modernity. 
In the view of Giorgio Agamben (The Use of 
Bodies 5), what we name action in modern 
culture has become the only political 
condition and horizon of the free individual: 
I have to act to know that I am, or, I have to 
produce an action on me and on the others 
(a war, an economical or political change, 
a revolution) to demonstrate to myself that 
I’m really there. Giorgio Agamben sees in 
his last book on Punch 6 that there is the 
necessity to think up a new political action 
out of this radical separation of the intimate 
individual from his acting, constructed 
and outstanding identity. The figure of 
Punch is that possibility, of a body out of 
action, which means out of that heroic 
Action with a capital “A”. From the point 
of view of Action, Punch lives in a kind of 
state of idiocy (the one who is equal only to 
him or herself is idiotic), where the simple 

4 In 1900, Henry Oedenkoven and his companion Ida 
Hofmann purchased a hill in Ascona and established 
the Co-operative vegetarian colony Monte Verità 
on principles of primitive socialism. Anarchist 
physician Raphael Friedeberg moved to Ascona in 
1904, attracting many other anarchists and artists 
to the area, thereby transforming the place into an 
individualistic vegetarian settlement that would 
later become the Monte Verità Sanatorium. 

5 Giorgio Agamben, The Use of Bodies: Homo Sacer 
IV, 2. Translated by Adam Kotsko. Stanford, CA: 
Stanford University Press, 2016. 

6 Giorgio Agamben, Pulcinella. Or Entertainment for 
Children. Translated by Kevin Attell, Stanford, CA: 
Stanford University Press, 2018.

actions of nourishing the body, cultivating 
its relation to the real not by naming, but by 
feeling and doing, takes over the necessity of 
demonstrating one’s existence. But couldn’t 
it be that it urges to make ours the point of 
view of Punch, that of the body itself? And 
in fact, in the approach of Hannah Mevis 
the artwork never presupposes an acting and 
efficient society of isolated (neo-capitalist?) 
individuals. It never produces Action, as it 
never demands introspection against social 
power, but an open positive sharing attitude 
of real and politically aware intimate lives: 
a reflexion – this is the term Hannah Mevis 
prefers – a mirroring authentic I. 

That is why the artworks of Hannah 
Mevis are objects on the same level as 
all other objects. There is no difference 
between the pancake, the wooden box and 
the exchanging individuals who do the 
cooking. This kind of new object dismisses 
and disarms the radical separation in our 
perception between me as individual and my 
actual, social and political reality. Intimacy 
is reality, tout court, and it is for this reason 
that irradiation is a real active force of 
the body, a kind of actual heterotopian 
Widerraum, the German translation of 
Foucault’s idea of a real place juxtaposed 
to a strong political space, a space where 
weakness can find an actual form. A space 
“reserved for individuals who are, in relation 
to society and to the human environment 
in which they live, in a state of crisis” 7. In 
this condition of juxtaposed space to the 
dominant idea of Action, Hannah Mevis 
develops a new kind of energy that is able 
to produce potential power through the 
weakness of our perceiving I, an enérgeia in 
action. An artwork for a delicate vessel that 
can’t always contain it.

Bernhard Rüdiger

welcome in the bubble _ enter at own risk!, 2019
Glass
Variable dimensions
Produced in collaboration with Gent Glas

7 Michel Foucault, ‘Des Espaces Autres’ in 
Architecture, Mouvement, Continuité, N.5, 46–49, 
Paris, October 1984. Translation Jay Miskowiec. 
Of Other Spaces. Diacritics. 16 (1): 22–27. Available 
online at foucault.info.
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Mark Požlep Where is Mark Požlep?

Southwind, 2019
HD video, loop, stereo sound
8'35"
Metal buoys
25 silkscreen print on paper, framed
30 x 40 cm

I’m writing these lines in the Adige Valley in 
the South Tyrolean Alps. Or, more precisely, 
I am at the bank of the Tell torrent, whose 
water flows in the Adige which, some 400 
km further, will flow into the Adriatic 
Sea. Through my window I can survey the 
hollow in the valley that was created by the 
clash between two ancient continents, the 
paleo-African and paleo-European ones, 
which delineated the geological fracture 
zone of the Insubrica line that creates the 
Tell’s deeply carved riverbed. This cut in the 
mountain was also the border of the ancient 
Roman Empire and, until the end of World 
War I, it was also the limit of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. It would be easy for me, 
at the border of this ancient world, to reach 
another of its regions, Slovenia, if I were to 
follow the old roads and waterways. Walk 
for three hundred metres along the Tell river 
to the valley and then a thirty kilometre 
stretch along the Adige. By Bolzano it would 
get more tiring, trekking up along the Eisack 
stream to the old diocese of Bressanone. 
Then again up the Rienz stream to its source 
in Toblach, where the Drave River has its 
source, too. Following the Drave, I could 
reach Moribor in Slovenia three hundred 
kilometres later. And then, I’m almost there, 
only 50 km along the Ložnica to reach Celje 
at the confluence of the Savinja, Hudinja 
and Voglajna rivers. But this is certainly 
not the best way to find out where Mark 
Požlep is right now. Even if he was born in 
Celje, he is probably on some other stretch 
of water elsewhere in this globalized word. 
If I correctly follow all the traces he leaves 
in online data, he could be anywhere on the 
Mississippi River, between Memphis and 
New Orleans. Or is he on his way, travelling 
back again, to Europe, by plane, for a 
presentation of the Southwind project at the 
Mona Bismark American Centre in Paris?

The position of one’s body, just like the 
position we take in society, in the art world 
and in all other worlds we move in, says so 
little about the places we pass through. I 
would certainly get more information about 
Mark Požlep’s place from walking through the 
Alps to his particular birthplace in the former 
Yugoslavia, the former Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, the former Republic of Venice, the 
Carolingian Empire, the Byzantine Empire 
and so on. By experiencing, in a concrete 
way, with my legs and through my stomach, 
the layers of cultures, languages, economies, 
food and all that I could cross on my path. 
I could thereby perceive an amount of 

complex overlays of actual and forgotten 
uses and behaviour still emerging from 
these real places. Overlay is the title of Lucy 
Lippard’s book 1 where she analyses some 
of the essential contributions of Smithson’s 
reflection on the notion of site, taking into 
account the fundamental essay of Robert 
Morris in Artforum, October 1975, reflecting 
on the step from object linked works of 
Minimal art to space and perception at the 
beginning of the seventies. To understand 
these new works, like the corridor of Bruce 
Nauman Body Movements of 1974, based on 
a perceiving self that is able to “take measure 
of certain aspects of its own physical existence”, 
as Morris writes in Aligned with Nazca, he 
literally goes back, through the Peruvian 
desert to experience through his body the 
2000 years old monumental lines and huge 
geometrical drawings on the ground.

This essay begins with his traveling diary 
notes: “Peru. Costal desert, mountains, jungle. 
West to east in that order. Military junta of 
the left. Communized haciendas, nationalized 
utilities. Attempting to avoid Allende’s 
unworkable democracy. Pizarro got it all with 
200 man and 80 horses. Half the population still 
Indian. Languages dying out unrecorded. […]” 

Being in the place, experiencing it 
through his body, produces a new way of 
looking. This text not only offers a deep 
understanding of a forgotten obscure culture 
that will reopen all the interpretation of such 
a monument; it is also an important pivot in 
the understanding of perception. The very 
singular experience of a place is necessary 
for Morris to open up another perception 
that looks outwards: “how one’s behaviour as 
an observer affects the visibility and definition 
of the lines. Greatest definition is obtained not 
only by the body’s positioning itself so that the 
line stretches out 90° to the horizon, but by 
focusing on the line at some distance. For this 
definition, one looks out, away, across, not 
close up or at.”

Not to look at something close up, but to 
look out, away, across; a particular attention 
that could help me to approach Mark 
Požlep’s understanding of places. Online 
data tells me he is somewhere in the United 
States to rebuild a traditional 21 foot long 
paddle steamer with his friend and colleague 
Maxime Berthou, to cruise the 1712 miles 
of the Mississippi River from its source in 

1 Overlay: contemporary art and the art of prehistory. 
New York: Pantheon Books. 1983
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Minnesota to its mouth in Louisiana. Why 
do they stop to collect 42 different varieties 
of corn from different local farmers on the 
way in the 10 states they cross? Their answer 
seems humorous and self-evident: upon 
arrival in New Orleans: they do this in order 
to transform the boat into a small distillery 
which is capable of producing Moonshine 
with the collected corn.

Like Morris, who crossed the Nazca desert, 
Mark Požlep and Maxime Berthou literally 
cross the Mississippi River. Their physical 
understanding of place seems essential, in 
addition to the adventure, even if that is 
the storytelling arc they assume. In their 
previous and genuinely dangerous common 
project Hogshead 733 in 2015, they restored 
and decontaminated a typical 1941 wooden 
fishing boat in France to sail 733 miles to 
Paimol Bay in Northern Brittany in order 
to transform the hull of the boat, “soaked 
with sea, salt, wind and adventures into two 
Hogshead whisky barrels” 2. They declared, 
“every specially chosen stage gives a possibility 
to research the poetics of a specific manual 
labour expertise”. 

Both projects underline a manual activity 
and an exchange and transformative process 
linked to older economies, even if it ends up 
in a more contemporary type of storytelling 
and the selling of the Whiskey or the more 
mysterious distilled Moonshine corn from 
prohibition times. But by passing through 
significant places and the experience their 
bodies have is at the heart of the working 
process of these strange travellers. The 
storytelling of these adventures cause 
other well-known images to pop up. The 
figure of Herzog’s Fitzcarraldo, with 
his voyage to nowhere in fits of growing 
obsession and foolishness, haunts the boat 
voyages undertaken by Mark Požlep and 
Maxime Berthou. But their voyage is not an 
illustration or a metaphor; it is not a film; it 
is what Morris calls an experience; it is the 
crossing of real places.

The personal work of Mark Požlep is always 
structured by the strong necessity to go 
deeper in historical and political layers of 
singular places. Stranger Than Paradise, 
2014-2016, was performed in an actual social 
environment: it consisted of a seven-day 
concert tour in homes for the elderly in six 
countries of former Yugoslavia: Slovenia, 

Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Macedonia 
and Serbia. “The musical program was 
composed of seven songs, which marked the 
Yugoslav popular music in the 50’s and 60’s. 
The audience was selected because of their age 
connection with the music and the socialistic 
system-Yugoslavia. The aim of the project 
was to show / enter / confront with the cycle 
of men and the state, which once accounted 
for brotherhood and unity, now partitioned 
into seven different republics marked by war. 
This is a generation that has seen the rise and 
integration of many nations into a one state and 
also survived its disintegration.”

To show, enter, confront not only the 
audience of these homes for elderly, but to 
confront also himself, Mark Požlep, who was 
born in 1981 in former Yugoslavia, ventured 
to engage with real places that are still 
dealing with ongoing political processes. To 
do so, he radically gets into the system of 
entertainment, genuinely becoming a singer 
passing through. In the first part of his work 
– it is important to underline this aspect; all 
works by Mark Požlep result from different, 
separate moments and processes – he is not 
an artist performing in the art-world. He is 
merely the entertainment singer attending 
his evenings with his musician Igor Feketija. 
Even if the performance is recorded, this 
material does not constitute the artwork. In 
the very moment of crossing these new states 
from after the war, he is meeting people 
there; he is only the person who performs 
the songs and he is the one who travels. That 
doesn’t mean that the projects are not shown 
in another reinvented form in exhibitions, 
galleries and museums. This is again another 
“performance”; another form; another 
experience of the place of the exhibition.

Crossing places, even by performing 
songs, is not the same thing as exhibiting 
something in a given exhibition space. 
Mark Požlep seems to have a profound 
understanding of the distinction at the heart 
of the Morris article Aligned with Nazca. 
Morris writes: “Much recent Western history 
of the plastic arts can be read only within 
the context of the confining rectilinear room, 
where space is either an illusion or limited to 
a few feet, and where the details of the work 
are never out of focus. The Cartesian grid 
of rectilinear room space involves a mental 
as well as a perceptual focus which implies 
simultaneous presentness of all parts.” It 
is the understanding of this mental and 
perceptual focus that makes Mark Požlep 

2 All quotes about Mark Požlep’s work can be 
 found on his webpage pozlepmark.com

distinguish so radically the form of the 
exhibition, where the details of the work are 
never out of focus, from this other mental and 
perceptual condition where the body, that 
of the entertainment singer Mark Požlep, is 
crossing places. This place, to quote Morris 
again, “in which the perceiving self might take 
measure of certain aspects of its own physical 
existence.” 

The two spaces that perception takes 
into analysis are radically different for an 
individual looking at an object in a confining 
rectilinear room, or confronted by an open, 
moving space which he crosses. In this second 
option he or she is the perceiving self and 
there is no object to look at; one looks out, 
away, across, focusing on certain aspects of 
[his or her] own physical existence. It is in this 
experimental condition of experience that 
space opens up through the very encounter 
with a given place. A place that in the gaze of 
a singular person is new, unknown, different 
from what we are used to understanding as 
our natural milieu. It is in the very absence 
of a predefined milieu that the place reveals 
itself as a changing space inhabited by natural 
forces, by wind or sea, by memories and 
sensation popping into one’s mind; through 
animals and other humans one meets when 
one is in this traveller-condition. The space 
Morris analyses is not given, it has to become 
space through the very experience of the 
place itself. 

One of the very interesting answers to this 
complex question – how does space become 
space? – was given by Martin Heidegger, who 
explains, studying the particular relation 
between art production, shape and space, 
that space is the action of spacing: “the 
space spaces”. The quality of space, and more 
clearly the open space of an alone-standing 
individual in openness, is the very event of 
spacing. It is not simply a given openness, but 
the event of the opening of what is open to 
us: “Spacing means clearing out, making free, 
the setting free into a free area, an open. In so 
far as space spaces, freely gives a free area, then 
it first affords with this free area the possibility 
of regions, of nearness and farness, of directions 
and bounds, the possibilities of distances and 
magnitudes” 3. 

The two separated parts of Mark Požlep’s 
work seem necessary to produce a spacing 
space. When, during his New York residency, 
he met the descendants of the Lenape 
people, the Native Americans living on 
the Island of Manhattan before the arrival 
of Dutch colonists during the first half 
of the 17th century, he learned through 
conversations and meetings about the 
current situation of Native Americans 
and the actual problematic of pipeline 
crossing their territory. But Mark Požlep 
is aware of the fact that he cannot really 
understand and that he has to experience 
it in some other way. To get over the limits 
of difference, history, and place he has to 
bring himself into a particular condition 
of perception so that space spaces. With 
the idea of cruising by canoe around the 
peninsula of Manhattan Island, he brings 
this first experience of the encounter into a 
new experience that freely gives a free area, 
opening space by crossing real places, the 
real water, but also its complex overlays of 
human lives, economies, histories and lost 
experiences. It is physical, it is dangerous, 
it is also a kind of idiotic form of radical 
experience that seems not intended to 
produce any meaning; it simply opens up. 
Mark Požlep is aware of it: it is the free 
area that opens up the possibility of regions. 
In other words, the free area opens up the 
possibility to reorganize narration, content 
and form.

The very radical distinction Mark Požlep 
makes of this two different moments of a 
work, on one side the meeting with Lenape 
people and the experience of paddling 
around Manhattan Island, and in a second 
moment the production of another form 
he performs and exposes, are based on this 
necessity to open up new languages. It is 
only in a second moment of “exhibition” of 
the first experience that he can articulate the 
possibility of nearness and farness, of directions 
and bounds.

The form of this second experience that 
finally becomes a title, Blueprint for 
Revolution (2017), seems sometimes so far 
from the first experience that we could easily 
misunderstand the link. Why does Mark 
Požlep bring stories from his childhood in 
this new form? Why Karl May’s books and 
films about Winnetou? It was certainly the 
first encounter for a Slovenian child with the 
fantastic idea of that Far West and Natives 
American that even Karl May didn’t ever see. 

3 Martin Heidegger, Bemerkungen zu Kunst – Plastik 
– Raum, ed. Hermann Heidegger, Erker Verlag, St 
Gallen, Switzerland, 1996, p. 13. English version 
quoted from Andrew Mitchell, Heidegger Among 
the Sculptors: Body, Space, and the Art of Dwelling, 
Stanford University Press, 2010
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This material is mixed up with current stories 
of Native Americans and several elements 
of social critical narrative. But even here, in 
this second moment where the possibility for 
directions and bounds open up to a narrative 
form, to a kind of understanding of what 
should be transmitted and articulated, the 
form of the different pieces he produces 
confront us with our own experience. He 
first produced a performed piece: projections 
and narrative, music, singing, reading and 
acting, all this in a kind of one-hour Punk 
concert. And then in the gallery all this 
is edited into a variety of documents and 
media of presentation, spanning canvas, the 
artist’s book, light and video installations, 
abstracts from films on Winnetou, segments 
of the performance and diary entries. The 
former experience around Manhattan Island 
opened up space where language has now 
founded a new region, where its articulation 
has become “real”. It is a language that is not 
pre-articulated, but in the very moment of 
articulating itself. It is a language that results 
from that other part of the work we never 
saw, an experiential process of looking out 
and not looking at something. In this second 
step of his work, language does not explain, 
it brings up things and materials that are 
to be experienced by the individual who is 
stepping into the exhibition room or into the 
theatre where the performance is staged. This 
is the place of the exhibition in “the context 
of the confining rectilinear room, where space 
is either an illusion or limited to a few feet, and 
where the details of the work are never out of 
focus”, as described by Robert Morris. And 
this space is radically different from the 
open space of the travelling individual Mark 
Požlep. We could only do something similar 
to understand this first step. Why not walk 
from South Tyrol to Slovenia? But we would 
not see the same thing. We would probably, 
and let’s say this simply, take measure of 
certain aspects of [our] own physical existence. 
Language comes later in the second kind of 
space, by looking at something. It is in this 
second step of the working process that Mark 
Požlep produces an experience to share, to 
look at as a language that we, the spectators, 
have to elaborate, now in a singular process of 
understanding. This is a highly political issue. 
When confronted with Mark Požlep’s work, 
we have to produce an understanding of our 
own, of something that is not a finished, 
explained and illustrated matter, but again 
an open look, our gaze upon something we 
ourselves have to elaborate.

Morris probably did not see at the time 
how his position was not only questioning 
perception and object-hood, but was also 
opening up a new political understanding. 
Lucy Lippard worked from the middle of 
the 1980ies on this understanding. Being 
political is to be in place. Not in the way 
we misuse the notion of local today in our 
green-washing attitudes. It is not that all 
which is local is good. It is the contrary; to 
be political is to experience a real place, a 
space we cannot understand and therefore 
are sensitive to seeing and feeling what is 
coming up from forgotten dimensions of 
underlying layers, to open up our minds and 
our bodies to look out, away, across, not close 
up or at.

Bernhard Rüdiger

Blueprint for Revolution, 2019
Carousel projection on photograph, 80 slides (Dialogue excerpts from Winnetou movies: Winnetou 1, Red Gentleman, Half Breed, Treasure of Silver Lake, Old 
Surehand)
Variable dimensions
Artist book, 2019
64 pages
3-channel video , 2019
30'
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Bárbara Sánchez Barroso

Letters from the forest 1/7, 2016
HD video loop, stereo
7'23''

The Word for World is Forest (detail), 2019 
HD video, loop, multi-channel sound, screen, speakers, soil
12'20"

Many years ago, in the context of a 
performance workshop organised by DAFO, 
Bárbara Sánchez Barroso made an artistic 
intervention in the public space in Lleida, 
the city where she spent the early years 
of her life, from birth until the age of five. 
Entitled The Origin (2014), it consisted of 
photocopies hung up in the streets of her 
old neighbourhood, featuring an image of 
her mother and of her as a child. Written 
on the photographs was a question directly 
addressing the anonymous passer-by: “Do 
you remember me?” along with a brief text 
detailing the years the artist had lived in the 
city, encouraging anyone who remembered 
her to attend the opening of her exhibition.

The intervention, in its extremely simple way 
and executed with a conspicuous economy 
of resources, already contained some of 
the issues and concerns that have since 
penetrated the artistic practice of Bárbara 
Sánchez Barroso. One of these, perhaps the 
most obvious, is the biographical question, 
which is present in all of her works that take 
as an artistic subject certain episodes of her 
personal life, especially those pertaining 
to her childhood, or that are articulated in 
relation to the circumstances that define the 
life of the artist at a given moment.

Another of the themes present in The Origin 
is that of memory and remembering, which 
in many of her later works become an enquiry 
into the relationship between life and fiction. 
Much of Sánchez Barroso’s artistic practice 
can be understood as research on how stories, 
narratives and histories can be constructed 
from the disjunction between the lived 
and the imagined, between experience and 
speculation. Hence also the importance of 
literature in her works, which is manifested in 
the artist’s interest in myths and foundational 
stories as well as in the use of multiple 
bibliographic quotations and recurring 
comments on the work of certain writers.

Finally, there is another concern which – 
although in a somewhat subtle manner – is 
also embodied in The Origin and is decisive 
in Sánchez Barroso’s work, especially the 
videographic pieces she has produced 
in recent years. This is something that 
underlies the direct question launched into 
the anonymity of the public space (“Do 
you remember me?”) and that remains an 
interrogation into how much we can affect 
and be affected by others, especially those we 
cannot get to know in-depth but with whom 

we share the circumstantial fact of being 
together in the world.

This question gives rise to more complex 
questions that also underlie Sánchez Barroso’s 
artistic work: What can we know about the 
other? What can we say about the other 
and how should we say it? When building a 
story about the other, to what extent are we 
talking about this and not about us? The artist 
performs many of her works beginning with 
her travels and the discovery of a place and 
of people who are initially alien to her. That 
adds more complexity to the questions already 
posed, since the ‘other’ whom she meets is 
usually someone culturally distant from the 
artist, as in Le paradis ةـنجلا – Paradise (2017), 
 Dear Samar (2019) or The Word for World رمس ي
is Forest (2019). However, what possibly drives 
Sánchez Barroso to approach these subjects 
is not so much an interest in difference but 
perhaps an intuition about everything she 
may have in common with them. The majority 
are people who live – in some form or another 
– in a state of dislocation and/or uprooting, 
something the artist identifies as her own 
situation, in a way, and that runs through 
all her work, the videographic pieces that 
closely resemble visual anthropology as well 
as those that start from the autobiographical. 
Regardless, in her work the artist always takes 
an interest in approaching the vital conditions 
of people who live a state of dislocation, of 
non-belonging, and attempts to explore the 
complexity of particular ideas such as those of 
origin, nation or home.

Much has been written about how the camera 
can be a tool that distances the person from 
the reality being documented, an element of 
mediation that protects the person behind 
the camera. In the case of this artist, it 
could be said that the camera operates in 
the opposite sense: it becomes something 
that renders the person more fragile and 
vulnerable to the reality she approaches. 
Thus, in many of her statements, the artist 
appropriates the words of Chris Marker, “All 
I have to offer is myself”, and also those of 
Enrique Vila-Matas, “an explorer who moves 
towards the vacuum”. For Sánchez Barroso, 
the camera is an epistemological instrument, 
a tool with which to build a knowledge of 
other places and other people. All of her 
artistic work seems to respond to an internal 
imperative to approach the ‘otherness’ that is 
very similar to her own, thereby introducing 
affection and destabilizing that otherness.

Alexandra Laudo
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Gintautė Skvernytė Hidden Structures

Paraffin kiss 2 (detail), 2019
Paraffin
Variable dimensions 

Corolla, 2019 
16 mm film, silent 
3'5"

The work of Gintautė Skvernytė leads to 
questions about the different ways things can 
be perceived. To fully appreciate her work, it 
is necessary to slow down one’s perception. 
In order to understand it, to sense, see, 
smell and touch it, one has to unwind and 
relax. This process of slowly and leisurely 
apprehending a work forms an important 
part of the subject matter and content of the 
work, turning duration into an indispensable 
ingredient. Skvernytė is changing normal, 
everyday things, without altering them too 
much, into something different: an entirely 
new experience. Her work is about how 
perception can deceive us, or how individual 
ways of perceiving things determine our 
personal world, and reversely how a personal 
worldview shapes the way we see things. 
People are different in what they know, what 
they have experienced, and how they will 
interpret what they perceive. Skvernytė’s 
work deals with this riddle of what one sees, 
with seeing being based partly on knowledge 
and experience and partly on interpretation 
and analogy.

Skvernytė is known for her work with 
paraffin, a glossy white material that can 
be melted and formed in different shapes; 
for example, into thin, translucent sheets, 
with which she covers walls and windows, 
altering the light that filters through, 
changing the overall atmosphere of a room, 
according to the time of day, as daylight 
moves imperceptibly through the space. She 
melts and solidifies the same batch of paraffin 
over and over again, turning it into different 
shapes and forms, which has led her to ask 
the question whether, and to which extent, 
the paraffin was transformed through these 
different changes, and in how far it is still 
the same, evoking the ancient puzzle of The 
Ship of Theseus, a story by Plutarch about a 
ship whose worn parts are gradually replaced 
by new ones. It is a thought experiment that 
raises a more general question. If , over time, 
one were to change, one by one, all of an 
object’s constituting parts, would it still be 
the same item?

The answer to this question has interesting 
implications for Skvernytė’s work. Is she every 
time making a different piece of art with the 
same material, or is she continuously making 
the same piece of art with its materiality 
altered? Although the molecules of which 
paraffin is composed are entirely reordered 
after the process of melting and solidifying, it 
is still paraffin, the same chemical substance, 

and we cannot know whether and the 
individual molecules have changed position. 
Apart from the philosophical questions raised 
by her work, its sheer vulnerable beauty 
and poetry plays an important role in our 
appreciation of it. 

Recently Skvernytė has directed her focus to 
film, which further stresses the importance of 
time and movement in her work. In a 16 mm 
film transferred to video she shows a flower 
petal in extreme close-up. A close-up can be 
puzzling, especially when it is larger than life. 
We become a bit confused, and we have to 
readjust our conceptual framework in order 
to understand what exactly we are looking at. 
At first one is puzzled by what one really sees, 
and only when the image starts to move does 
one understand that the flower petal is affixed 
to an eyelid. Petals from different flower 
species are glued to different people’s eyelids. 
The eyelid and petal appear as lookalikes and 
share the same vulnerability and sensitivity. 
The petal functions as a second eyelid that 
is operated by the first. Since the 16 mm 
camera she uses has a limited spring drive 
power system, the duration of each shot is 
dictated by the time limit of the clockwork 
mechanism, which is about 30 seconds. The 
repeated alternation of the images finds an 
analogy in the blinking of our eyes.

An eyelid covers an eye to protect it. At night 
we close our eyes before we go to sleep. Many 
flower species also close up at night by folding 
their petals. There are different theories 
about the reason why plants, particularly 
flowers, do this, but the main purpose seems 
to be protection. It provides a safeguard 
against nocturnal predators and the humidity 
of the morning dew and reduces the risk of 
freezing, whilst favouring the conservation 
of energy. The reasons we blink are more 
obvious, and clearly also about protection. 
Every time we blink, we remove dust particles 
and lubricate our eyeballs, protecting them 
from dehydration and pollution. 

In general, the work of Gintautė Skvernytė 
is rich in content and meaning. It leads to 
questions that transcend the formal qualities 
of her work. Those questions make one 
think about the deeper reasons whether – 
and why – things are the way they look, or 
whether there may be another reality, hidden 
beneath. It is no doubt this deeper meaning 
she is seeking.

Frank Lubbers
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Ingel Vaikla

Hotel Slavutych, 2019
40 slides of (10 x 15 cm) scanned postcards, carousel projector

Double Exposure, 2019 
HD film, stereo sound, English subtitles
14'

E16, 2019 
3D print
10 x 10 x 10 cm

I feel there is a secret bond between slowness 
and remembering, between speed and 
forgetting.

The quote comes from Ingel Vaikla’s film 
Roosenberg, 2017, in which she is following 
the pace of four nuns in a monastery 
designed by the famous Benedictine monk 
Dom Hans van der Laan in 1975. Vaikla is 
one step behind them with her camera, as 
close to the sisters as they allow her, and 
follows them in their daily routines and at 
mass. The whole is of course very beautiful, 
serene. The sisters are praying, singing, 
eating, doing the dishes; they are friendly, 
yet have a dignified reserve. It is obvious 
Vaikla comes from elsewhere. And that she 
is fascinated by them. In a letter to the nuns, 
Vaikla claims ‘you had become the space. Your 
pace and rhythm became the slow breath of the 
space.’

I think this is what Vaikla is trying to find 
and listen to in her films about people in 
architecture, the slow breath of the space. 
The Romans called it Genius Loci, the spirit of 
the place.

This spirit is embodied in the guard of the 
very big old Soviet ice hockey rink, Linnahalli 
in Tallin, in the film The House Guard (2015). 
Peeter Mägi, the guard, is taking us around 
the huge, closed building during his 24-hour 
shift. The camera is close to him, but always 
with him, never against him. Mägi loves 
this run-down building, claiming ‘It is an 
experience that if a building is left soulless, it is 
destroyed. Just like people: when left alone they 
come apart.’

What do you need to do, as an artist, in order 
to get close to the soul of a place? Listen, I 
think, more than anything else; listen to the 
breathing of the place. And to have patience.

Like a hunter, waiting. 

You don’t always catch this mysterious 
spirit. It is not enough to give the viewer a 
heap of facts. It is not even enough to find a 
fascinating place with a fascinating history. 
Given how highly strung the search for Genius 
Loci is, you’re more likely to fail than not. 

I don’t think Vaikla’s project is mainly about 
architecture, or about the intersection 
between architecture and art, whatever that 
could mean. In this case, I would even like to 
argue against Vaikla herself, since I know 

of her great interest in architecture, how 
much she loves it and how close she feels to it.

I would like to claim this is not about 
architecture, or even about people living in 
the structures that architecture creates. Art 
does not possess the most adequate tools for 
dealing with such a sun-lit project.

But if you ghost-hunting, seeking the Genius 
Loci, you are in the field in which art can 
do something. Then you might be in search 
of the place’s aura, as Walter Benjamin has 
formulated it:

What, then, is the aura? A strange tissue of space 
and time: the unique apparition of a distance, 
however near it may be. To follow with the 
eye – while resting on a summer afternoon – a 
mountain range on the horizon or a branch that 
casts its shadow on the beholder is to breathe the 
aura of those mountains, of that branch. 1

Benjamin witnessed the decay of the aura, 
because of the desire of present-day masses to 
“get closer” to things, and their equally passionate 
concern for overcoming each thing’s uniqueness 
by assimilating it as a reproduction.(ibid). 

Back to Vaikla’s films – what are they about, 
if not sensing the aura of the place, and 
allowing it to remain unique? Maybe she is 
involved in the huge project to restore the 
aura in our times?

Gertrud Sandqvist

 

1 WB Selected Writings, vol 3, pp 104-105, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 2002
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